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Introduction
As a productivity specialist, I advise professionals on how they can achieve much more
in their busy days. It doesn’t matter whether they are a senior director or VP in a large
organisation, or a solo entrepreneur building their �rst business.  

LinkedIn has a limit of 1300 characters per post so you have to be tight with the
writing and concise with the information you share. 

It’s for this reason I believe what’s contained in the pages that follow is some of the
most powerful strategies for becoming more e�ective and for getting even more
done. 

Dip into it and apply what you discover and you’ll be amazed how you’ll get better
and better with every new technique you apply. 

Enjoy, and do let me know how you get on. 

Michael Tipper 
www.Pro�tProductivity.com

I share a range of strategies I’ve built up over the years of my own research and my
own battle with improving my personal productivity. 

All of the tools, tips and techniques I have at my disposal work. 

They don’t however work for everyone all of the time. 

But they do work. The trick is to pick the ones that work for you.

One of the things I have discovered over the years helping people to become even
more e�ective is change happens in small bite sized chunks of progress. 

In this �rst volume of Productivity Pearls, I share with you bite size nuggets of
work�ow wisdom that I have shared with literally thousands of professionals like you. 

Many of them are from my daily posts I have published on my LinkedIn pro�le (which
you can �nd here at . http://www.linkedin.com/in/michaeltipper)
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How To Get Your Big Jobs Done (Part 1 of 2) -
The Swiss Cheese Way

Getting started on those big,
meaty and sometimes chewy tasks
can be a problem for some.  

Well it can be and one way of it being easy is to choose the Swiss Cheese Way. 

I �rst heard of this approach in one of @BrianTracy's many books. 

When I did, I must admit I had to learn what was special about Swiss Cheese. 

In his book, Brian was referring to Emmental cheese which is the one with all the holes
in it. 

The fact they're big, meaty and
chewy is exactly the reason why
they're put o�. 

The Swiss Cheese Way is this: 

So how do you get started on
something like that? Well,
strangely enough, what follows is
exactly the same question:

How do you eat an elephant? 

Of course the answer is "one bite at a time". 

That is the secret to getting the big stu� done in your life. 

It is a simple answer, but is it an easy one? 
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...just like punching holes in a piece of cheese until it is all gone. 

STEP 1 - Just pick anything you can do towards the project. 

STEP 3 - GOTO STEP 1 

How do you break down your big tasks into more manageable chunks? 

Keep cycling through STEPS 1-3 until the job is done... 

#productivity #projects #swisscheese

STEP 2 - Do it. 
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How To Get Your Big Jobs Done (Part 2 of 2)
- The Logical Way
Building on yesterday's post about the Swiss Cheese Way, here's another approach.  

As simple as this seems, my job as a Personal Productivity Specialist is to help people
get over all of the self imposed hurdles they place in front of getting to use techniques
like this. Which would you choose - this logical approach or the more creative Swiss
Cheese Way from yesterday's post, and why?

#productivity #projects #planning

Dr Spok would de�nitely love this
approach because it's logical. 

It's quite simple really, though it's
surprising just how many people
don't use this. 

It comes back to the question: 

How do you eat an elephant? 

Answer - one bite at a time. 

Though here's how Dr Spok would organise a project using that approach: 

STEP 1 - Work out everything that needs to be done with a project.  
STEP 2 - Organise those tasks into a logical order.  
STEP 3 - Start and �nish the �rst task. 
STEP 4 - Are there any tasks left - If Yes GOTO STEP 5 - If No GOTO STEP 7. 
STEP 5 - Do the next task.  
STEP 6 - GOTO  Step 4.
STEP 7 - Well done, you've �nished. 
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Tell Me Your Biggest Productivity Challenge
And I'll Help You With It (For FREE)

The formula for getting stu� done can be expressed in just these 9 words:

Set a goal 
Make a plan 
Work the plan 

It's as simple as that. 

But as we both know, it's not that easy. 

Stu� gets in the way. 

STUFF 1 - Some of it is unavoidable - part of life's rich tapestry. 

STUFF 2 - Some of it is self imposed - your success is the result of the choices you
make. 

STUFF 3 - Other times, not leaning on the support or help that's around you will also
hold you back. 
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QUESTION - What's Your Biggest Productivity Challenge That's Getting In Your
Way Right Now? 

#productivity #productivitytips #productivityimprovement

STUFF 4 - Sometimes being unaware of more e�ective ways of doing things will limit
your progress. 

Whilst I can't address STUFF's 1, 2 and 3 for you, I can at least do something about
STUFF 4. 

Answer this question in the comments section and I will personally help you with
your answer. 
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The Leader Is The Biggest Constraint Of
Any Team - Yes or No?
I heard Tony Robbins recently say "The leader is usually the choke on the success of
any team".  

Sports pages are littered with
stories of beleaguered managers
being sacked after a losing streak
only to see a sudden turnaround
when a new manager is appointed. 

It got me thinking about the impact a leader has on team performance. The very same
team with two di�erent leaders can have dramatically di�erent results.

I'm reminded of the surge in performance of the England Rugby team after Eddie
Jones took over in the wake of the disastrous 2015 home World Cup. 

I believe the squad that went on
to win the Six Nations Grand
Slam in 2016 hadn't changed
that much from the one forced
out in the group stages of the
World Cup. 

Which certainly begs the question - why didn't that team perform as well under the
previous leader? 

Should a capable team be able to perform at its highest level regardless of the leader...
OR  
...is Mr Robbins right about the leader being the choke? 

What do you think? 

#leadership #teamleadership #highperformingteams
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My (Latest) Top Productivity Tip - It's Not
Sexy But It Works

I was recently interviewed by the brilliant @Gavin Ingham for his #IAM10 Thrive
Project. 

Every data point you capture is an opportunity to make a course correction to get
better. 

So it's about cultivating your awareness. 

It's a series of interviews with prominent thought leaders sharing their best stu� for
free during these times. 

Luminaries already interviewed include these great speakers: 

Frank Furness, Harriet
Beveridge, Philip Hesketh, Jim
Steele, Colin Hiles, Steve
McDermott, David Shephard,
Chris Robinson and Andy
Smith. 

In my interview, we had a great
conversation and at the end,
Gavin asked me what my top
productivity tip for these times
would be. 

This is always a challenging question to answer because there are so many great things
to do to become even more productive. 

However, what came to mind was this Tony Robbins quote: 

"The more you measure the better you get". 
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They are not new ideas, however they work - the data doesn't lie. 

How do you keep track of your performance? 

#productivitytips #productivity #productivityhacks

I recommend you do this in one of three ways: 

     1. Keep a journal 
     2. Compare your results against your plans 
     3. Track how you are spending your time 
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Why I Love The Number 115
A few years ago a friend introduced me to the Wim Hof Method.  

He is known as the "Ice Man" with a health philosophy that's withstood the rigours of
extensive formal research. 

His approach has three parts: 

     1. Breathing 
     2. Cold Exposure  
     3. Mindset 

At �rst I bought in to his way because it made sense and there was a lot of research to
back it up. 

However, whilst I did the breathing and mindset work, I really struggled with cold
exposure. 

For years my physique was often contrasted with the proverbial butcher's pencil. I did
not like the cold AT ALL. 

So I parked the idea of putting my body anywhere near cold water of any kind. 
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And the reason I love the number 115...? 

But last year I stumbled across a video demonstrating how to ease yourself into a cold
shower. 

It is because it's 5 short of my count that tells me the cold shower is over. 

As bene�cial as they are, it's certainly a test of will. 

What are your thoughts on taking cold showers? 

At the end of a warm shower, you switch to cold and let the water just splash over
your feet. 

#wimhof #coldshowers #madness

I did that and am now on a 33 day run of daily cold showers. 

Over successive showers slowly allow the cold water further up body until eventually,
you're having a cold shower. 
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Remote Team Manager? - What Kind Of
Genius Are You?
When it comes to managing a remote team, you can be one of two types of genius.  

The Genius With A Thousand Helpers & The Collective Genius. 

The �rst type characterises the leader who has a clear direction of where they want to
go. 

They know how they're going to get there and makes sure everyone knows they're in
charge. 

Let's see if you can work out
which you are. 

I �rst stumbled across this idea
when I was helping develop the
award winning Nuclear
Leadership Academy for EDF
Energy. 

@WendyAnyster, a remarkable
consulting occupational
psychologist sat me down in a

meeting rooms at Nuclear Generation HQ and mapped out a vision for a team
development day. 

It encompassed team activities, the Tuckman model, Lencioni's 5 dysfunctions of a
team as well as a number of other tools and strategies. 

But the one thing that stood out was the concept of leadership genius. 

There are two types: 
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But they know they don't have all the answers, and value the contribution and
opinions of others in making their decisions. 

This is more multi-dimensional leadership. 

Which one are you? 

#remoteteams #management #leadership

You might call this one dimensional leadership 

The second type of leader also has a clear idea of where they want to go. 
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Is Your Current Focus Helping Or Hindering
You Right Now?
For me to answer this seemingly simple question I had to do a couple of things:  

When he does one of his keynote sessions he shows a �ip chart with some information
on it. 75% of it is correct, 25% of it is wrong. 

When the audience is asked what they see, the overwhelming majority point out the
mistake. 

Yet 75% of it is perfect. 

     1. I had to mentally step back to put myself in a state where I could be (relatively)   
              objective. 
     2. Then once in that space I had work out what I was actually focusing on. 

Only once I'd done that could I really �nd an answer. 

Because sometimes, what we focus on can be all consuming and we may lose sight of
what's going on around us. 

I know I'm often guilty of that. 

@JaneGunn brilliant talked
about this being "in our bubble"
in a recent post of hers.

Alternatively if we stay aware of
what's going on around us, what
we focus on can distort our view
of it. 

I was given an example of that by the brilliant @SteveHead when we caught up
recently on Zoom. 
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How do you think that focus on what's wrong might a�ect their ability to deal with
adversity, di�culty and challenge? 

If you could re-calibrate your focus right now, what would you point it at?

 #focus #selfawareness #sel�eadership
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What's Your Score? 5 Things That Stop You
Being Productive - Self Test

Part A Score yourself 1 point for every one of these you answer YES to: 

Q1 On your laptop/desktop, do you have your e mail alerts switched on? 

Q2 Do you start your day by checking your e mails? 

Q3 If you're focused on a task and your phone goes o�, do you answer it?

Q4 Do you begin your day with easy tasks �rst to warm up before you tackle the
bigger stu�? 

Q5 Do you switch between working on di�erent projects during the day? 
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#productivity #sel�mprovement

Q6 Do you plan your day the night before? 

What was your score and what one thing will you do di�erently? 

0-3 - It's likely your highly productive, very focused and get things done. 
4-7 - You sit with the struggling majority who are prone to procrastination and easily
distracted 
8-10 - You need help - message me! 

Q9 Do you have any form of a daily routine for your work? 

Q10 Do you regularly take some form of exercise 3-4 times a week? 

Tot up your scores and work out where you �t: 

Q8 Do you take frequent breaks of at least 5-10 minutes at least every hour and get
away from your desk? 

Q7 Have you got your short, medium and long term goals written down so you could
show me right now? 

Part B Score yourself 1 point for every one of these you answer NO to: 
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Embracing Diversity Is The Right Thing To
Do - The Numbers Prove It
There's no logical argument anyone can make against embracing our di�erences.

Tapping into the richness that broader (than just our own) perspectives, reference
points, opinions, thinking styles, cultural in�uences and ideas can bring, just makes
sense. It feels right. 

But if you need any further proof, here are some statistics that add even more weight
to the power of diversity. 

@Andy Lopata recently recommended Matthew Syed's excellent book "Rebel Ideas:
The Power Of Diverse Thinking". 

In it, Syed reveals these impressive numbers that I think are worth sharing: 

1. An increase in racial diversity of 1 standard deviation increased productivity by
more than 25% 

2. Return on equity for �rms in Germany and the UK was 66% higher for �rms with
exec teams in the top quartile for gender and ethnic diversity. 

3. In the US the return was 100% higher. 
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What do you think? 

#diversity #leadership

Syed says this about diverse teams: 

"Teams that are diverse in personal experiences tend to have a richer, more nuanced
understanding of their fellow human beings... They have fewer blind spots" 

We don't need numbers to prove it's right. But having even more reasons to embrace
diversity can only be a good thing. 
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A Lesson In Overcoming Limiting Beliefs
From A Roe Deer
From the window of the basement room where I practice my morning yoga, I look
into a large garden enclosed by an extremely tall and impenetrable hedgerow & tall
trees set in front of a 6 foot tall victorian era brick wall.  

That exit was always an option for the deer, but for some reason it hadn't taken
it...until I appeared. 

What trigger might you need to overcome a something that's holding you back? 

#limitingbeliefs #belief #motivation

The boundary around the property is just a vibrant backdrop of green & being on the
edge of a beautiful cotswold town, the countryside is just yards away. 

On Sunday when I rose from yet
another early morning downward dog, I
looked up & out of the window I could
see a young Roe deer had got into the
garden. 

These creatures easily �nd their way in
but for some reason struggle to �nd
their way out. 

20 min later when I'd �nished my yoga
practice, I could see the deer still trying to get out. 

So I quietly slipped into the garden to open the 8 foot tall gate & provide an exit
route. 

I was hoping I wouldn't startle it, but inadvertently we came face to face. 

It suddenly found an enthusiasm to exit it didn't have before, & promptly jumped
over a 6 foot tall section of the Victorian wall. 
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Incremental Marginal Gains - Lessons From
Taking Cold Showers
Last year I decided to embrace
cold showers.  This isn't a case of
wayward masochism, there are
plenty of documented health
bene�ts to taking a daily cold
shower.

However, as someone who
HATES being cold, it was quite a
paradigm shift to embrace it as a
habit. Here are the incremental
baby steps I've taken over the last
18 months to get to where a daily
cold shower is now part of my morning routine. 

     1. Rinse just my feet in cold water (thermostat turned completely to the left) 
     2. Rinse from the knees down. 
     3. Let the cold water run across my thighs 
     4. Dip my head under the shower stream 
     5. Allow the water to run across my chest (Brrrr!) 
     6. Allow the cold water to run over my back (Double Brrrr!)
     7. Stay under the shower for 30 seconds 
     8. Cold shower for 60 seconds 
     9. Cold shower for 90 seconds 
     10. Discover the "eco" setting on the thermostat (Triple Brrr!) 
     11. Discover the "low" setting on the thermostat (Crikey!!!!) 
     12. Back to 30 seconds but now with FREEZING water 

Each of these took place at the end of a HOT shower.

Each step is just a marginal gain. But now I cold shower daily. 

What seemingly unimaginable feat could you break down into baby steps? 

#marginalgains #progress #coldshowers
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How To Banish Overwhelm In Just 4 Easy
Steps

I �nd this approach works really well for me.  

It is the perfect tonic for me when things seem to be getting on top of me and I need
to get something done. 

Following these 4 simple steps has enabled me to cut through the mental shackles that
tie my brain down sometimes and have allowed me to get on with stu� even when it
seems like the hardest thing to do. 

It's particularly helpful when feeling overwhelmed and drifting close to the edge of
feeling helpless. 

Step 1 - Tools 

The tools for this are really quite basic. 

You just need a thick dark pen and a bunch of post it notes. 
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#productivity #overwhelm #planning

I like the 38x50mm ones because I can carry more of them when I'm on the road
(remember those days!). 

Work on the �rst action and only the �rst action step until it is done. Throw that post
it note away

Step 2 - Capture 

Then work on the second item.... then the third.... 

Write down everything you can think of that needs to be done. Have one action item
per post it note. 

And so on.... until you're all done. 

Step 3 - Sequence 

What do you use to get you started on a project when you're approaching
overwhelm? 

Put the tasks in the most logical order. 

Step 4 - Focus 
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Inspiring Words To Keep You Going
Three days after joining the Royal Navy I received a parcel in the mail.  

It was from my mom. 

A few days before, she'd shed quite a few tears as the train that took her 16 year old
son o� to new adventures left the station. 

The parcel contained a hard cardboard tube protecting a poster bearing this poem by
John Greenleaf Whittier. 

I kept that poster for over 25 years. It travelled with me on 4 ships and 2 submarines
until it �nally disintegrated despite numerous sellotape �xes. 

Don't Quit 

When things go wrong as they sometimes will, 
When the road you're trudging seems all up hill, 
When the funds are low and the debts are high 
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh 

When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest if you must, but don't you quit. 
Life is strange with its twists and turns 
As every one of us sometimes learns 
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So stick to the �ght when you're hardest hit 
It's when things seem worst that you must not quit. 

What words inspire you? 

#inspiration

Success is failure turned inside out 
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt, 
And you never can tell just how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems so far; 

And many a failure comes about 
When he might have won had he stuck it out; 
Don't give up though the pace seems slow 
You may succeed with another blow. 
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A Very Quick Speed Reading Lesson That'll
Save You Loads Of Time
During my early days in the people development space, I taught speed reading classes.  

2 You won't put in the practice necessary to improve how you use your eyes. 

After many years showing people how to increase their reading speed, I've boiled
down my best advice into just a two minute lesson. 

This advice will save you hours. 

Here it is.... 

Ready....? 

Don't bother taking a speed reading course! 

Here's why: 

1 You'll just get more stressed but quicker. 
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Here's a pop quiz to round o� this post - pop your answers in the comments and I'll
tell you how close you are: 

3 It's likely you'll struggle to make it through the dead zone between you starting to
practice, and actually getting it to work for you (because the techniques do actually
work!) 

What is the average reading speed for adult professionals (wpm) & Is it fast enough? 

#speedreading

A - Get very clear on what information you need. 
B - Get very clear on where you can get that information from. 
C - ONLY read for A. as long as it comes from B. 
D - Learn a progressively deepening scanning technique you can halt at the level where
you get A. from B. 
E - Get good at taking notes & use an app like EVERNOTE to capture the knowledge
you harvest. 

Here's what to do instead: 

AUTHOR'S NOTE - The average speed based on me teaching thousands about
speed reading is 200-300wpm.
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Here's How To Install A New Habit -
Permanently
In the last 6 months I have permanently added these new daily habits to my repertoire:
 

I followed his model and created a paper check sheet for the habits I wanted to install. 

Then every day I performed the habit, I marked an X in the column for that habit....
and watched the chain grow. 

It works. I now perform these habits every day, regardless. 

I shared the idea with a no-nonsense barrister friend of mine. He uses it. It works! 

20 minute meditation 
45 minute yoga session 
Wim Hof breathing practice 
Cold shower 
10,000 steps walking 
100 press ups (4 x 25) 

How did I do it? 

Well research published in the European
Journal of Social Psychology revealed it
takes 66 days on average to install a new habit. 

Consistency and some form of personal accountability is the key. 

Jerry Seinfeld famously wrote one joke a day, good or bad, every day. 

He kept track by marking a big fat X on his calendar every day he wrote a joke. 

His aim was not to "break the chain" of X,X,X,X... 
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So for you to install your next habit just do the same for at least 67 days (66 + 1 day
for good luck). 

What habit do you want to install next? 

#habit #discipline

The power comes in the fear of loss - not wanting to break the chain. 
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The Future Of Training - Or Are We Already
Here?
A client recently asked for my thoughts on the future of training.  Here's what I
shared

Problem Focused - Shift to being the solver of problems instead of a fountain of
knowledge 

Short & Sharp - The attention span of the average participant is getting shorter and
shorter. With reduced availability to attend training, interventions should be "sound
bite" for small but valuable marginal gains 

Just In Time Delivery - Reduce delay between the delivery of training & its
deployment. Give them what they need, when they actually need it. 

Behaviour Based Development -
Most training content can probably
be found on Google or YouTube. So
it isn't information that makes the
di�erence - it's what you do with it.
Developing speci�c behaviours to
meet the challenges presented by the
problems they face make a bigger
di�erence. 

Agility - The evolution from subject matter experts and thought leader to being the
stimulus for solutions is critical. You probably have 60-70% of the solution they need.
But the other 30-40% has to come from �exing that knowledge beyond where it is
now. 

Delivered Remotely - Being able to do all that remotely is an essential skill to have -
enough's been said about that recently. What do you think?

#training #future
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The Second Wave Is Coming - Not the
COVID One - Another One
This post has absolutely nothing to do with the virus. It's about how teams work
together.  

When we went into lockdown, every team shifting to remote working would have
reverted back to the forming stage. Their work environment had changed. 

And by now most will have settled at one of the Tuckman stages. 

So what's the second wave? 

In 1965 Tuckman proposed his team development model with these stages: 

FORMING 
STORMING 
NORMING 
PERFORMING 

All teams are at one of these stages. Successful high performing teams have been
through each in turn. 

A key insight many miss about the
Tuckman model is this: 

If anything changes in the team - the
leader, a team member, the environment
- then it'll revert back to the forming
stage. 

It's unavoidable as the team has to
recalibrate with the new variable(s). 

It then transits through each stage. For many it's a quick trip back to where they were.
Others go further & some may just wallow in a forming/storming vortex. 
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What preparations are you making in your team for your 2nd Tuckman wave?

#remoteteams #remotework #management

When teams go back in their physical workplace again, it's another variable change &
they'll go back to forming and start the Tuckman evolution all over again. 

https://remoteteambuild.com/



